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Equities: Stock markets on the continent are between 0.25 - 0.5% stronger
on Wednesday morning, undoing yesterday's losses. Markets however are
still relatively quiet and have been like this for a couple of weeks now -
today's Eurozone CPI data has the potential to break this tight range-bound
trade.
Individual nations' inflation readings this week have been encouraging so
far - these have underpinned the 'peak inflation' narrative although we
have seen ECB officials warn us not to focus on a single piece of data,
stating that Core CPI will be what guides policy decisions.
Jerome Powell is due to speak this evening, and may drop some hints
ahead of the Fed's December 14th monetary policy release. The VIX is
trading at $21.90, near the bottom of its 12-month range.

Fixed income: The 10yr-2yr part of the US yield curve has now reached its most
inverted level since 1981, at -0.73 percentage points. This inverted yield curve
shows us that investors believe short term US rates (such as the 2yr) will be lower
in the longer-run than they are right now. Typically that is because they think the
Fed will need to reduce borrowing costs at some stage in the future in order to
revive a weak economy.

Looking ahead: Attention this morning will be squarely on the Eurozone
Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation figure. The headline result is forecast to come
in at 10.4% y/y for the month of November, down slightly from October's 10.7%. 
Excluding food and energy price changes, the Eurozone is set to see prices
increase by 5.0% versus the same month last year, in-line with the prior month.
Inflation is expected to have become more broad-based across the economy,
similar to the trend we have seen lately in the US, as year-over-year energy prices
wane.
Any commentary today from Powell on the pace of rate hikes could have an
impact on markets, the Fed Chairman is due to speak at an event at 6:30pm Irish
time. This afternoon we will also get some jobs data out of the States - coming in
the form of the monthly ADP employment figure and Job Openings results.

Currencies: The dollar has been quiet so far this week, traders are likely
awaiting today's US jobs data, tomorrow's Core PCE inflation number, and
then Friday's Non-Farm Payrolls and US Unemployment Rate. Each of these
has the potential to cause some volatility for the greenback.
EUR/USD is at 1.036 on Wednesday, GBP/USD (aka 'cable') at 1.199, and
USD/JPY at 138.80.

Chinese Manufacturing and Services PMI (Purchasing Managers' Index)
results for November came out overnight, indicating that its economy has
contracted further this month - clearly stung by the country's rigid Covid-
19 rules this year. These PMI data points are based on reports from
surveyed purchasing managers and are often seen as a leading indicator
of economic health since businesses react quickly to changing market
conditions.
China's Manufacturing number was 48.0, below the all-important 50.0 line
and against economists' estimates for 49.0. This figure also fell from
October's 49.2 and represents China's worst result since April. In terms of
Services, the country saw a result of 46.7 versus expectations for 48.0 and
the previous 48.7. Again, this was the lowest figure seen since April of this
year.
Downside risks for the Chinese economy appear to still be present, which
was already suffering from the impact of a significant property slump, and
also steadily weakening demand for Chinese goods. Chinese authorities
have recently implemented a series of accommodative policies to stabilise
their economy. These included reserve requirement cuts, some leaks
about the potential lifting of Covid restrictions, and the loosening of
financial curbs to aid the struggling property sector.
This morning's official PMI readings focus mainly on large and state-owned
firms. The private sector 'Caixin Manufacturing PMI' looks at smaller firms
and will be released later this week.
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American multinational information technology firm HP's shares declined
by 1.1% on Tuesday, underperforming the broader US tech space after its
quarterly earnings came out in-line with expectations at $0.57 on an
adjusted EPS basis. 
HP's headline earnings figure was actually a negative $304 million, or 23
cents per share, for the period that ended on October 31st. This comes
after a non-cash goodwill impairment charge of $905m was factored in by
the firm. HP also logged huge gains last year, driven by a judgement from
the Itanium litigation. These have impacted y/y results somewhat.
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